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Abstract：In order to reduce the encoding complexity of macroblock coding mode decision in H.264/AVC, a 

selective smaller block-size searching algorithm and a selective intra coding mode searching algorithm are pro-

posed by using the high correlation among coding modes and in spatial and temporal domains of video se-

quence. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can provide significant improvement in 

computational requirement, with negligible small picture quality degradation and slight bit rate increase. 
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摘  要：为了减少 H.264/AVC 帧间编码模式选择的计算复杂度，利用编码模式之间的相关性以

及视频序列时空域的相关性，提出了有选择性的小块搜索技术和有选择性的帧内编码模式搜索技

术。模拟结果表明，该算法在保持率失真性能的前提下可以大幅度减少模式选择的计算复杂度，

有利于 H.264 的实时应用。 
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H.264/AVC, the new international video 
coding standard jointly developed and approved 
by the MPEG group ISO/IEC and the VCEG 
group of ITU-T, can provides an improved coding 
efficiency and a significant improvement in flexi-
bility for effective use over a wide range of net-
works[1]. While H.264/AVC still uses the concept 
of block-based motion compensation, it provides 
some significant changes, such as enhanced mo-
tion compensation capability using variable block 
sizes[2]. In former standards as MPEG-4 or H.263, 
only blocks of the size 16×16 and 8×8 are sup-
ported. Compared to the fixed block size predic-
tion, the variable block-size prediction can reduce 
the prediction error so that higher compression 
efficiency will be achieved. However, the encod-
ing complexity and time increase linearly with the 
number of block-sizes used. 

In the H.264 coding algorithm, block matching 
motion estimation is an essential and effective part 
of the encoder to reduce the temporal redundancy 
among frames. In motion compensation of H.264, 
the macroblock has various block sizes of 16×16, 
16×8, 8×16 and 8×8, and the corresponding modes 
are Mode(1), Mode(2), Mode(3) and Mode(P8×8) 
separately[3]. In Mode(P8×8), each 8×8 block can be 
further divided into partitions with block sizes of 
8×4, 4×8 and 4×4. Each 8×8 block can independ-
ently has any combinations of 8×8, 8×4, 4×8 and 
4×4. What’s more, the inter frame coding modes 
also support Mode(0), Mode(I16MB) and 
Mode(I4MB). Thereinto, Mode(0), namely SKIP, is 
a direct copy from the previous frame[4]; 
Mode(I16MB) and Mode(I4MB) are the intra 
modes predicted from encoded adjacent pixels. All 
the available segmentations of a macroblock sup-
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ported by H.264 motion compensation are shown 
in Fig.1.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to choose the best block size for a 

macroblock, the H.264 standard makes use of the 
computationally intensive Lagrange rate-distortion 
(RD) optimization[5]. The general equation of La-
grange RD optimization is given as 
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where MODE  is a mode of potential inter-frame 
coding macroblock modes， ( )emodemod |MODE,, λcsJ  
is the rate-distortion cost (RD cost) corresponding to 
MODE，s indicates the original video signal，c 
denotes the coded video signal， emodλ  is the La-
grange multiplier， )MODE,,( csR represents the bits 
associated with choosing MODE , including the bits 
for the macroblock header, the motion information and 
all DCT coefficients, and the )MODE,,(SSD cs  
(Sum of Square Difference) is the sum of square dif-
ferences between the original signal and the recon-
structed signal and can be computed as 
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with 1B  and 2B  being the block sizes which can 
be 16, 8, or 4 and T)( yx mm=m  denoting the 
motion vector.  

In this paper, a fast inter frame coding mode 
selection algorithm by using the statistical results 
of adopted probability for all modes and high cor-
relation between spatial and temporal domains is 
presented. Instead of searching through all the 
possible block sizes, the proposed algorithm tries 
to skip the block sizes that tend to give no per-
formance gain. This is very useful for real-time 

applications. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 

Section 1, the inter frame coding modes are ana-
lyzed. The fast inter frame coding mode selection 
algorithm is proposed in Section 2. The simulation 
results are presented in Section 3. The conclusions 
are shown in Section 4.  

1  Analysis of Inter Frame Coding Modes 

As is well known, all potential macroblock 
modes for H.264 inter-frame coding are Mode(0), 
Mode(1), Mode(2), Mode(3), Mode(P8×8), 
Mode(I16MB) and Mode(I4MB)[6]. The optimal 
mode which produces the least RD cost is selected. 
The H.264 standard employs a brute force algorithm 
to search through all possible block sizes to find a 
motion vector for each macroblock. Therefore, the 
encoding complexity and time increase linearly with 
the number of modes used. The high coding effi-
ciency achieved by H.264 is at the cost of a very 
computationally-intensive procedure of finding the 
“best” coding mode. 

The size of block affects the performance of 
the motion estimation directly. The effective ap-
proach is to adapt the block size to the picture 
characteristics. In general, a large partition size is 
appropriate for flat and homogenous regions of 
the frame and a small partition size may be bene-
ficial for high details and complex motion re-
gions[7]. 

Since the flat and homogenous areas tend to 
have similar motion, it should not be split into 
smaller blocks. Choosing a large partition size 
means that a small number of bits are required to 
signal the choice of motion vectors and the type of 
partition but the motion compensated residual may 
contain a significant amount of energy in frame ar-
eas with high detail.  

On the contrary, since high-details or high 
motion areas tend to have complex video content 
or high motion information and small block sizes 
afford good approximation to the natural object 
boundaries, the motion estimation may be more 
accurate if the areas are encoded by smaller block 

Fig.1  Variable block-size prediction as defined in H.264
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sizes. It can be proved that smaller motion com-
pensation block sizes can produce better motion 
compensation results; however, a smaller block 
size leads to increased complexity due to more 
search operations required and an increase in the 
number of motion vectors that need to be trans-
mitted. Sending each motion vector requires bits 
to be sent and the extra overhead for vectors may 
outweigh the benefit of reduced residual energy[8]. 
Choosing a small partition size may give a 
lower-energy residual after motion compensation 
but requires a larger number of bits to signal the 
motion vectors and choice of partition. The choice 
of partition therefore has a significant impact on 
compression performance. 

Fig.2 shows a typical frame of QCIF se-
quence “News”[9]. The block sizes depicted in 
Fig.2 are chosen by original full and brute search 
scheme in H.264. It’s easy to see that flat and 
homogenous areas such as the background, the 
black suit of the man and the white suit of the 
woman are encoded using 16×16 block sizes. On 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the other hand, high-details and high motion areas, 
such as the boundary regions and the dancers in 
the upper part of the image, are encoded using 
smaller block sizes. The simulation results of 
actual sequence prove above analysis again. 

2  Proposed Fast Mode Selection Algorithm 

In order to further understand the application 
proportions of different coding modes in actual se-
quences, several typical video sequences are se-
lected and tested. The adopted percent of each mode 
for inter frame coding is shown in Table 1. 

Through the analysis of H.264 performances on 
different video sequences, it can be known that the 
mode adopted as the optimal inter frame coding 
mode most often is Mode(0) and the proportion of 
Mode(0) in all possible inter modes even can be up 
to 87%. What’s more, it can be seen that the larger 
block sizes are selected as the best mode more often 
than smaller block sizes. On average, the application 
frequency of Mode(1) is higher than that of Mode(2) 
or Mode(3), and similarly Mode(2) or Mode(3) are 
chosen more often than Mode(P8×8). Furthermore, 
the two intra modes have got little adopted probabil-
ity and the probabilities of both Mode(I4MB) and 
Mode(I16MB) are less than 3%.  

The simulation results demonstrate that the 
larger block sizes (16×16, 16×8 and 8×16) are se-
lected as the final coding mode more often than the 
smaller block size (8×8, 8×4, 4×8 and 4×4) because 
most regions in video sequences belong to stationary 
or homogenous regions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1  The adopted percents of all inter coding modes 

Sequence Mode(0) Mode(1) Mode(2) Mode(3) Mode(P8×8) Mode(I16MB) Mode(I4MB) 

Suzi_qcif.yuv 54.69 27.81 5.97 7.21 3.11 0.56 0.66 

Silent_qcif.yuv 71.32 11.69 4.57 5.49 6.08 0.62 0.23 

Football_qcif.yuv 14.09 19.54 9.49 10.23 31.7 11.52 3.43 

Akiyo_cif.yuv 87.39 7.57 1.97 2.17 0.87 0.000 36 0.000 07 

Mobile_cif.yuv 11.24 33.96 16.81 16.34 21.47 0.000 48 0.001 4 

Coastg_cif.yuv 24.62 36.34 12.67 11.47 13.41 1.07 0.41 

Stefan_cif.yuv 31.12 27.01 11.74 10.45 18.02 0.73 0.94 

Average 42.07 23.42 9.03 9.05 13.52 2.07 0.81 

Fig.2   Example of inter coding modes in H.264
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From the results above, it can also be seen that 
the probability of a macroblock to have an intra 
mode in P slice is less than 0.03. What’s more, the 
RD cost computation for intra macroblocks is about 
5 times higher than that for inter modes[10,11]. Al-
though the exact figure depends on specific input 
video characteristics, the small probability of intra 
mode (Mode(I4MB) and Mode(I16MB)) in real 
video sequences suggests that the motion search and 
RD cost computations for the two intra modes can 
be omitted whenever it is possible. Unless these 
above modes can meet the defined requirements, the 
two intra coding modes, Mode(I4MB) and 
Mode(I16MB), are checked finally to find the best 
mode producing minimum RD cost. 

In other words, the smaller block sizes (8×8, 
8×4, 4×8 and 4×4) and two intra modes have the 
minimum probability to be selected as the final cod-
ing mode of inter macroblocks. If the coding modes 
that make small contributions can be skipped, then 
larger numbers of unnecessary operations can be 
avoided. Therefore, the coding speed will be im-
proved much. 

In order to reduce the encoding complexity of 
macroblock coding mode decision in H.264/AVC, a 
fast inter coding mode selection algorithm is pro-
posed. The fast inter coding mode selection algo-
rithm includes a selective smaller block-size search-
ing algorithm and a selective intra coding mode 
searching algorithm.  
2.1  Proposed selective smaller block-size sear- 

ching algorithm 
The selective smaller block-size searching 

algorithm makes full use of the correlations 
among the inter frame coding modes. The least 
RD cost is selected among the block-sizes 16×16, 
16×8, 8×16 and 8×8. On one hand, if the RD cost 
of 8×8 is not the least, then the RD cost of smaller 
block-size (8×4, 4×8 or 4×4) being the least is 
impossible, and the searching process for the 
smaller block-size (8×4, 4×8 or 4×4) is unneces-
sary. On the other hand, if the RD cost of 8×8 is 
the least, further searching for the smaller 
block-size (8×4, 4×8 or 4×4) is needed.  

2.2  Proposed selective intra coding modes sea- 
rching algorithm 

As it is well known, the inter coding modes 
mainly use the temporal correlation between the 
current coding frame and reference frame, and the 
intra coding modes mainly use the spatial correlation 
between the current coding macorblock and adjacent 
pixel. To certain macroblock in P slice, if the tem-
poral correlation is less than the spatial correlation, 
thus, the probability of intra coding mode to be se-
lected as the final coding mode for the macroblock 
is lower. In this case, the searching process for these 
intra coding modes should be skipped to decrease 
the coding complexity without obvious influence on 
coding performance. 

The paper utilizes the prediction data ob-
tained from the optimal coding mode among the 
inter coding modes {0,1,2,3,P8×8} to calculate the 
temporal correlation of the current coding mac-
roblock. Define TC to indicate the temporal cor-
relation as following 
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where (x, y) indicates the top left position pixel of 
current macroblock, origorig ,UY and origV  separately 
indicate the original pixel values for luminance and 
chrominance parts of the current coding macrob-
lock, predpred ,UY and predV  separately indicate the 
predicted pixel values for luminance and chromi-
nance parts when the optimal mode among 
{0,1,2,3,P8×8} is used to code the current macrob-
lock. 

The paper utilizes the 32 adjacent pixels above 
and left to the current macroblock to calculate the 
spatial correlation of the current macroblock. Define 
SC to indicate the spatial correlation as following 
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  (4) 

where (x, y) indicates the top left position pixel of 
current macroblock； origorig ,UY  and origV  separately 
indicate the original pixel values for luminance and 
chrominance parts of the current coding macroblock; 

recrec , UY and recV separately indicate the recon-
structed adjacent pixel values for luminance and 
chrominance part above and left to the current mac-
roblock. 

If TCSC < , it suggests that the spatial corre-
lation is larger than the temporal correlation for the 
current macroblock, and the two intra coding modes 
(I4MB and I16MB) should be searched further. If 
not, the searching processes and RD cost computa-
tions for two intra coding modes are unneeded, so 
that the unnecessary resource consuming is saved 
and the coding speed can be improved.  

3  Simulation Results 

The proposed scheme was implemented in the 
H.264 reference software JM 8.6. The proposed al-
gorithm was compared with the original scheme in 
the H.264 reference software. The experimental pa-
rameters are set as Table 2. 

Table 2  Experimental parameters 

Software JM 8.6 MV ±16 

Hadamard ON Entropy CAVLC 

QP 32 GOP IPPP 

Reference 
frames 1 RDO ON 

Sequences 

News CIF(100 frames) Mobile QCIF(120 frames)

Foreman CIF(80 frames) Template QCIF(150 frames)

Bus CIF(100 frames) Suzi QCIF(100 frames)

Table 3 gives the results of PSNR, bit rate and 
complexity reduction of proposed scheme in the test 
sequences. In Table 3, ∆ PSNR (average difference in 
PSNR between two methods in dB), ∆ bits (average 
difference in bit-rate between two methods in per-
cent) and ∆ time (average difference in encoding 
time between two methods in percent) are used for 
the evaluation of coding efficiency. ∆ time and ∆ bits 
are separately calculated as following 
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where origT  and origB  separately indicate the cod-
ing time and the total coding bits using the original 
algorithm, propT and propB  separately indicate the 
coding time and the total coding bits using the pro-
posed algorithm. 

Table 3  Experimental results 
Sequences ∆ PSNR/dB ∆ bits  ∆ time  

News 0.030    0.12 58.11 
Mobile 0.037    1.27 61.91 

Foreman 0.026    0.92 57.42 
Template 0.009    0.23 60.50 

Bus 0.009    0.26 60.07 
Suzi -0.029    0.04 55.65 

Average 0.014    0.47 58.94 

From the experimental results in Table 3, it can 
be observed that, compared with the original mode 
selection scheme, the proposed inter mode selection 
algorithm reduces the encoding time by 58.94% on 
average with negligibly small PSNR degradation 
(0.014 dB) and slight increase in bit rate (0.47%). 
This means that the encoding time with the proposed 
algorithm used is about 2.5 times faster than that 
with the reference software JM7.0. However, the 
losses in terms of PSNR and bit rate are very small.  

4  Conclusions 

A novel fast inter mode selection algorithm that 
makes use of the inherent properties of different 
modes and the spatial correlations and temporal 
correlations among adjacent frames in video se-
quences is proposed. Extensive simulations show 
that average 58.94% computation reduction, average 
0.47% bit rate increase and average 0.014 dB PSNR 
drop can be achieved. Simulation results demon-
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strate that the proposed method provides significant 
improvement in computational requirement, with 
negligible small picture quality degradation and 
slight bit rate increase. The computation complexity 
savings helps in real-time implementation of H.264 
video encoder. 
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